Submitted publication is an issue of the diploma work from the year 2002. The work is formally made by the publication of excavations of the urnfield cemetery in Domamyslice, distr. Prostějov and the analysis of the acquired materials. It follows with the original and incomplete publication set out by A. Gottwald in the past century. Thanks to this work the number of known graves increased to 319 and also its chronological span became wider (from the end of the phase R BD till R HB3). Several phenomenons in the frame of a funeral rite were observed, e.g. the tumulus of a lusatian grave-mound interpreted wrongfully in the original publication as the ustrine. The locality was embodied to the wider geographical context. These connections imply continuity with the near cemetery at Seloutky that was used in the Lusatian Culture and in the hallstatt period of the Silesian-Platěnice Culture. The inhabitans of this microregion had been buried at the both cemeteries so that Domamyslice – with its two or three grave concentrations – is just a middle part in time of one large cemetery.

The analysis of the material contained in the graves describes the necropolis as a rich one in pottery and bronze artefacts. Though several elaboration of the collection of bronze pins from the locality we found one untested type, that had been roughly documented in the past publications. Therefore the pin has never revealed at other localities and there are three known pieces from Domamyslice, we suggest the new term the type Domamyslice.

The assay of the reach pottery material produced very substatntial results. Most of 748 items in database belong to the complete vessel. Just the pottery collection from Domamyslice played an important role in the formation of the theory of the Lusatian-Silesian continuity.